Hardt G-I transfer denotes an increase in individual performance due to group interaction, for example, because of acquiring certain skills or knowledge from the other group members. Whereas such G-I transfer has been successfully shown for problem-solving tasks, evidence for G-I transfer on quantitative estimation tasks is scarce. We address this research gap with a focus on how often a group has to interact in order to fully exploit the benefit of this learning effect. Results from two experiments support the idea that a single group interaction is sufficient to induce a stable G-I transfer, which reduces group members' metric error. Smaller metric errors indicate that people improved their representation of the correct upper and lower boundaries, or what range of values is plausible. In contrast to nominal groups, both members of continuously interacting groups and members of groups with only one initial interaction exhibited stable G-I transfer, and the size of this transfer did not significantly differ between the latter two conditions. Furthermore, we found evidence for differential weighting of group members' individual contributions that goes beyond sheer individual capability gains under certain circumstances, namely in tasks with a population bias.
other (learning to collaborate). For example, group members might develop a shared mental model of the task, or they could acquire knowledge about the expertise of the other group members. On the other hand, and this is what we focus on in this paper, group members can improve their individual task-related skills as a consequence of group interaction, independent of purely individual practice effects (learning to perform the task). As already mentioned, this socially induced individual learning is known as G-I transfer. Examples of such learning processes are vicarious learning, or exchange of basic principles and strategies for effective task performance (e.g., Laughlin & Jaccard, 1975; Brodbeck & Greitemeyer, 2000a , 2000b .
So far, most research on G-I transfer has been conducted in the domain of problem-solving tasks, with ample empirical evidence for its existence. For example, participants who had worked on mathematical problems in a group later solved the same or other, logically related problems better than individuals working alone (e.g., Laughlin & Ellis, 1986; Stasson et al., 1991) . Similarly, participants with prior group interaction exhibited better individual performance in rule induction tasks compared to participants without such group interaction (e.g., Brodbeck and Greitemeyer, 2000b) . By using multiple training sessions, Laughlin et al. (2008) addressed the necessary repetitions of group interaction in order to achieve G-I transfer, the major result of which was that one group interaction was sufficient for the occurrence of a stable G-I transfer. In other words, multiple group interactions did not affect the strength of the individual performance enhancements. However, all of these studies worked with tasks that are very likely characterized by high levels of demonstrability, which is considered to be a prerequisite for the occurrence of G-I transfer (Brodbeck & Greitemeyer, 2000a) . According to Laughlin and Ellis (1986) , one of the core conditions of demonstrability is that the member with the correct answer must have the ability, motivation, and time to demonstrate the correct solution to the other group members. On mathematical problems, this should usually be the case. When the task complexity is moderate, the member with the right solution should be able to explain its correctness. In contrast, on quantitative estimation tasks, it might be difficult for the best group member to demonstrate the high quality of his or her estimate, and for inferior group members to understand its quality. This lack of demonstrability might have some consequences on the occurrence of G-I-transfer. For example, it is more difficult to justify an estimation of New York City having around 8.4 million inhabitants than explaining that 5 times 7 equals 35. Nevertheless, as long as people do not simply guess their estimations on world knowledge tasks, it is generally possible to explain why certain estimations are better than others. This should be especially true when it comes to rather poor estimations. For example, one might explain quite easily why the population of New York City cannot be 200 million when taking into account that the whole United States of America has around 320 million citizens. On the other hand, it should be more difficult to judge whether the city has either 6 or 7 million inhabitants. Therefore, G-I transfer might have somewhat higher hurdles in estimation tasks as compared to problemsolving tasks.
Beyond that, differences in task demonstrability should have another important consequence. When tasks are highly demonstrable, as is often the case with arithmetic problems (e.g. Laughlin & Ellis, 1986; Stasson et al., 1991) , the most capable member often determines the group outcome. In other words, one capable group member can be sufficient for solving the task. On this basis, group-level performance often does not benefit from individual capability gains because, even if the less capable group members become more capable over time, it is unlikely that their contributions will add anything beyond that of the most capable member. In addition, it is also unlikely that this most capable member will improve his or her performance in the absence of superior models to learn from. In contrast, on tasks with a somewhat lower demonstrability, like estimation tasks, the accuracy of group estimations usually benefits from taking all group members' opinions into account (e.g., in the form of weighted or unweighted averages), because this can help to eliminate or, at least, reduce idiosyncratic errors. In other words, exclusively relying on the most capable member is usually not the best strategy in quantitative estimation tasks (Bednarik & Schultze, 2015; Soll & Larrick, 2009) . Consequently, the group as a whole might benefit from improved individual performances of inferior group members. This fact makes the field of quantitative estimation tasks particularly interesting, because here individual capability gains could actually lead to a performance enhancement on the level of the entire group.
To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study combining estimation tasks with a design that allows to detect increases in individual accuracy as a consequence of prior group interaction. Typically, studies in this field use a so-called I-G design (individual-group design, e.g., Bonner et al., 2007; Henry, 1993 Henry, , 1995 Henry, Strickland, Yorges, & Ladd, 1996; Sniezek & Henry, 1989 , 1990 , meaning that participants first complete a series of quantitative estimation tasks individually (I) and then work on the same series of tasks as groups (G). Unfortunately, this design cannot account for G-I transfer, because individual performance is not measured after one or more group interactions have taken place. To address this limitation, Schultze et al. (2012) used an improved aI-G design (alternating-individual-group design) . Their experiments were separated into two sections: (a) an individual practice phase and (b) a group phase consisting of alternating individual and group estimates of distances between different European capital cities. Consequently, changes in participants' individual accuracy due to the group interaction could be measured on their subsequent individual estimates. With this modified design, the authors found evidence for strong increases in individual accuracy after the first within-group interaction. In other words, group members already improved their individual performance after the first group discussion. In line with the idea of G-I transfer, inferior group members improved in accuracy while the groups' best members' accuracy remained stable. Furthermore, the improved estimation accuracy was relatively constant after this first major performance enhancement. Hence, it seemed that participants did not substantially benefit from further group interaction. These results are in line with the above-mentioned evidence from group problem-solving research, showing that one group interaction can be sufficient for the occurrence of a stable G-I transfer (Laughlin et al., 2008 ) in this type of task.
However, the findings of Schultze et al. (2012) leave two important question unanswered. The first one is what do people learn when interacting with others? To answer this question, it is useful to differentiate two types of estimation error. As outlined by Brown and Siegler (1993; see also Brown, 2002 ), one's knowledge in a judgment domain can be decomposed into two components: metric knowledge and mapping knowledge. Metric knowledge is a general understanding of the appropriate scaling, that is, whether people have an accurate representation of the correct upper and lower boundaries, or what range of values is plausible. For example, knowing that Germany has a length of approx. 900 kilometers, and that the equator has a length of roughly 40,000 kilometers, helps when estimating distances, and prevents us from making judgments that are completely implausible. In contrast to that, mapping knowledge is an accurate representation of the relative magnitude of possible target values. In other words, mapping knowledge allows us to put different target values of the same kind in the correct order. Most people know that the distance between London and Paris is shorter than the distance between London and New York, without necessarily having a good guess about the actual distances.
Interacting with others when working on estimation tasks should affect these two sources of estimation error differently, and to a different extent. Previous studies imply that providing people with frames of reference can strongly increase their estimation accuracy (e.g., Bonner & Baumann, 2008; Bonner et al., 2007; Laughlin et al., 1999; Laughlin et al., 2003) . Collaborating with others during quantitative estimations could have exactly this effect: During their task-related communication, group members provide the reasoning for their individual estimates and illustrate the validity of certain benchmarks (Schultze et al., 2012) . With regard to the two above-mentioned sources of error, such reference values should mainly improve metric knowledge quite rapidly and thereby diminish particularly implausible estimates. In contrast, reducing one's mapping error during social interaction should be more difficult than understanding differences in group members' metric error. When estimating distances between European cities one can only recognize that another group member has a different mapping error, for example, when realizing that he or she always overestimates distances between southern European cities and always underestimates distances between northern European cities. In other words, one need to precisely remember multiple estimates of other group members in order to recognize such differences. Consequently, the process of reducing one's mapping error should be very slow and only possible after a long period of cooperation.
The second open question has to do with the stability of the learning process. Specifically, we do not yet know whether the G-I transfer is stable even if the group is completely disbanded, or whether continuous social interaction is needed for its maintenance. In other words, it is crucial to find out how the individual performance develops after the last group interaction. In the experiments of Schultze et al. (2012) , participants continuously alternated between working on the estimation tasks individually and in groups, that is, they remained in a group context until the end of the experiment. Hence, so far there is no research about the temporal stability of G-I transfer in quantitative estimation tasks after members have left the group, and whether, under these conditions, one single group interaction leads to an equally strong individual performance enhancement compared to continuous group interaction.
Answering this question is not only relevant to gain a more conclusive theoretical understanding of the mechanisms that underlie G-I transfer. Rather, it is also a crucial question for practical purposes: The results of the Schultze et al. (2012) study suggest that it might be sufficient to have just one group interaction to fully exploit the benefits of having groups work on quantitative estimation tasks. As bringing group members together and having them discuss and decide on an issue costs more effort than just collecting and averaging individual judgments, truncating group interaction right after the first group judgment would, obviously, save a lot of resources. However, this would only pay off if the benefits of this interaction (i.e., the G-I transfer) do not fade away relatively soon after this first interaction. As Schultze et al. (2012) do not provide an empirical test for a sustainable beneficial G-I transfer after one single group interaction, we want to address this research gap in the current study.
Therefore, it is crucial to (a) replicate the finding of a strong increase in individual accuracy after just one group interaction, (b) analyze if group members increase their metric knowledge after interacting with others and (c) check whether their individual performance enhancement remains stable even if the first group interaction is also the last, that is, if all subsequent individual trials take place without any further group interactions in between. In other words, our study investigates what people actually learn during a group interaction and whether a single group interaction is sufficient to achieve a stable improvement in individual performance, or whether a robust transfer requires ongoing group interaction. We present two experiments exploring these issues. In each, we report all measures and manipulations. Furthermore, no participants were excluded from analyses. Schultze et al. (2012) found evidence that one group interaction might be sufficient for a strong increase in individual accuracy in quantitative estimation tasks. Our first aim is to test whether this effect is replicable by comparing two experimental group conditions (differing in the number of group interactions) to a control condition with nominal groups, that is, an equivalent number of non-interacting individuals. We predict that one group interaction is sufficient to achieve a significant increase in individual accuracy (G-I transfer): More importantly, we aim to answer the question of whether the stability of the G-I transfer requires ongoing group interaction. One single group interaction might be sufficient to achieve a stable performance enhancement. However, it is still possible that permanent group interaction is crucial for the stability of the increased individual estimation accuracy. In other words, the individual performance could deteriorate when the group is disbanded. As a consequence, we formulate two competing hypotheses regarding this research question:
Hypotheses
The increase in individual accuracy after the first group interaction is stable even when the group is disbanded.
Hypothesis 2b: The increase in individual accuracy after the first group interaction deteriorates after the group is disbanded.
Furthermore, we are interested in whether there are differences between the two experimental conditions. Once again, there are two different possibilities, both of which we consider to be plausible. On the one hand, if the individual estimation accuracy is similarly stable after one as compared to many group interactions, the individual estimation accuracy should be (more or less) equally strong in both conditions. On the other hand, the increase in individual accuracy might deteriorate after the group is disbanded, or continuous group interaction could additionally foster the G-I transfer. This, in turn, should lead to stronger performance enhancements for members of continuously interacting groups. Accordingly, we also formulate two competing hypotheses for this issue: Although the focus of our study is on individual performance after group interaction, for exploratory purposes we will also investigate group performance in comparison to individual performance. As hypothesized, group members might benefit individually from group interaction, which, in turn, could make groups better than an equivalent number of individuals. Hence, we will conduct an exploratory test of whether such surplus at the group level occurs in our study. Furthermore, we will also look at the possible occurrence of differential weighting strategies, that is, groups weighting more competent members more strongly. In addition to G-I transfer, such weighting strategies might also contribute to the quality of group judgments complementarily. So far, the only study that controlled for individual performance enhancements did not find any evidence for differential weighting (Schultze et al., 2012) . Nevertheless, this latter finding need not necessarily be generalizable, because Schultze et al. only used one specific type of task. Consequently, we want to analyze if groups engage in differential weighting strategies on different quantitative estimation tasks. However, since individual capability gains are the focus of our study, we refrain from formulating hypotheses and, instead, analyze these two questions in an exploratory manner.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we aimed to investigate whether the previously found individual performance enhancements due to group interaction (Schultze et al., 2012) are replicable, and whether or not this increase in accuracy requires ongoing group interaction. In other words, we wanted to find out whether a single group interaction has the same beneficial effect as multiple interactions. For this purpose, we compared continuously interacting groups with groups that were disbanded after their first within-group interaction, and with nominal groups. Members of both continuous-interaction and single-interaction groups should provide more accurate judgments individually due to the G-I-transfer. Furthermore, the experimental design allows us to examine whether G-I-transfer is equally strong after multiple group interactions in comparison to just one, which could then be interpreted as evidence for its stability beyond the group context.
Method

Participants, design and task
One hundred eighty-three German or German-speaking students (112 women, 70 men, one participant did not report his or her gender) with an average age of 21.43 (SD = 3.28) years participated in the experiment, with three persons each forming a real or nominal group.
The sample size was based on a previous relevant study (Schultze et al., 2012) . Experiment 1 used a mixed design with group type (continuous-interaction, singleinteraction, no interaction) as a between subjects variable and task trial (or, for some analyses, trial block) as a within subjects variable.
The participants worked on a set of distance estimations between different European capital cities. This is the same task that has been used by Schultze et al. (2012) . It was chosen based on two pretests (N = 40 and N = 38) revealing that there were stable differences in participants' individual performance (mean Spearman's Rho = .28, p < .001 and mean Spearman's Rho = .35, p < .001, respectively), which is a prerequisite for learning processes (Schultze et al., 2012) . We measured accuracy with the mean absolute percent error (MAPE). In group judgment research, the MAPE is a common measure of accuracy (e.g., Sniezek & Henry, 1989 , 1990 and indicates the average deviation of the estimates from the true values. The average MAPE scores in the two pretests of Experiment 1 indicated that pretest participants' deviated, on average 60.22 percent (SD = 63.55) and 48.31 percent (SD = 21.14) from the true values. Furthermore, we checked whether participants' estimates were evenly distributed around the true values or whether the task contains a systematic population bias, that is, whether they tended to over or underestimate the true value. For this purpose, we calculated participants' mean percent deviation from the true values (thereby allowing overestimations and underestimations to cancel out each other). Corresponding t-tests against zero revealed no significant differences (M = 16.31, SD = 79.72), t(39) = 1.29, p = .203, d = 0.29, and (M = -2.59, SD = 38.94), t(37) = -.41, p = .685, d = 0.09, respectively, indicating that this task contained no substantial population bias.
Procedure
In each experimental session, six to nine participants were invited and randomly guided to one of three lab rooms, where they were placed at separate tables. Participants were informed about the task and the procedure of the experiment. They were instructed that the experiment consisted of two phases with ten distance estimates each: an individual practice phase and a group phase. Hence, participants knew from the beginning that they were going to interact unless the number of participants showing up was not divisible by three. In this case, excess participants were assigned to the individual control condition. The specific distances that the participants should estimate were not identical between the two phases but were, as the pretests indicated, on average, of similar difficulty.
1
In the practice phase, participants were asked to work on ten trials individually, and they were told that the goal was to estimate the airline distances between cities in kilo meters as accurately as possible. Furthermore, the experimenter asked them not to communicate or to exchange notes. There was no time limit, but participants usually took between ten and fifteen minutes to finish this phase. Once they were done, the experimenter collected the data and computed the MAPE for each participant. Afterwards, the participants were assigned to three-person-groups.
Whenever possible, we aimed for some heterogeneity in group members' skill level, as a certain amount of heterogeneity is necessary for individual capability gains and differential weighting strategies. To this end, groups were composed so that there was a minimum difference of 10 percentage points between the MAPE scores of the most capable and medium group member as well as between the medium and least capable group member. Hence, participants' practice phase MAPE influenced the assignment to the three conditions.
2
The second phase of the experiment differed depending on the experimental condition. In the continuousinteraction and the single-interaction condition, three participants each formed a group and were asked to take a seat at a shared table. The groups received four questionnaires containing the estimation tasks, one for each group member to write down his or her individual estimates, and one for the group estimates. The difference between the two group conditions was the number of group interactions. In continuous-interaction groups, the group members first worked on a specific distance estimate individually and then discussed their individual estimates in order to come up with a consensus estimate. Afterwards, they proceeded with the next trial of the group phase in the same fashion. Participants were told that they were neither allowed to inspect their estimates of trials they had already worked on, nor to revise these previous estimates. Furthermore, they were reminded not to communicate or exchange notes when working on their individual estimates. The singleinteraction groups only interacted on the first trial of the second phase. Again, before interacting as a group, each group member had to come to an individual estimation. After discussion of the first task and making a group judgment, the single-interaction groups were disbanded, and their members were placed at separate tables where they worked on the remaining nine trials independently and without further discussion. The individual judgments of the nine trials on which participants in the single-interaction condition worked on their own were later averaged to form hypothetical group judgments. In the nominal group condition, participants worked on all ten estimates of the second phase individually, that is, they worked at separate tables and were not allowed to communicate or exchange information. Subsequently, the judgments of the three nominal group members were averaged to create the nominal group judgments. Participants had no guidelines regarding how to work on a particular task and, again, there was no time limit.
In each condition, the experimenter explained that the accuracy of the estimates during the second phase would determine the amount of money the participants would receive for participating in the experiment. In addition to a show-up fee of 5 Euro, there was an accuracy-based bonus payment ranging from 0 to 5 Euros.
3 After completing phase 2, participants were asked to fill in a final questionnaire containing a suspicion check. In the meantime, the experimenter calculated the MAPE score of the second phase to determine the bonus payment. Before the participants were dismissed, they were thanked for their participation and debriefed.
Results and discussion
Group-to-individual transfer
In order to test for individual performance enhancement in terms of G-I transfer, we analyzed whether group interaction led to improved subsequent individual estimations. For reasons of simplification, we compared the differences in individual MAPE scores between the individual practice phase and the group phase in the three experimental conditions and did not add the two phases as a withinsubjects factor. The trial right before the first group interaction was treated as the last trial of the individual practice phase, since this trial still took place before any effects of group interaction could have occurred.
4 Positive values of the accuracy difference measure represent an increase in accuracy from phase one to phase two. We conducted a 3 (group type: continuous-interaction vs. single-interaction vs. no interaction) × 3 (group member: most capable vs. medium vs. least capable) ANOVA with experimental condition as between-subjects factor and group member as within-subjects factor. The analysis revealed a significant main effect of group type, F(2, 58) = 4.84, p = .011, Because participants in the nominal group condition did not improve their performance between the two phases, we can assume that there are no substantial individual practice effects in the task we used, which mirrors the findings of Schultze et al. (2012) . Accordingly, in line with Hypothesis 1, the increase in judgment accuracy in the two group conditions should be the result of G-I transfer, supporting the idea that one group interaction is sufficient to increase individual estimation accuracy. The results further indicate that, in general, the performance enhancements were equally strong after one as after multiple interactions. In other words, groups working on the distance estimates were able to exchange all information necessary to induce the full amount of increase in individual accuracy already during their first group discussion, supporting Hypothesis 3a. 6 The ANOVA further revealed a main effect of group member, F(2, 57) = 26.14, p < .001, η p 2 = .31, which was qualified by an interaction of group member and group type, F(4, 116) = 4.51, p = .002, η p 2 = .13, in line with the idea that differences in G-I transfer can only be observed in the two group conditions and not in the non-interacting control condition. Separate post hoc paired-samples t-tests for the continuous-interaction and the single-interaction condition indicated that the accuracy improvements differed between all levels of group members' judgment accuracy, all ts(20) > 3.58, all ps < .002, all ds > 0.78, for the continuous-interaction condition and, all ts(18) > 3.12, all ps < .006, all ds > 0.71, for the single-interaction condition (for an overview of all individual performances changes, see Table 1 ). In contrast, and as expected, there were no significant differences in performance changes as a function of the particular group member's capability in the nominalgroup condition, all ts(20) < 1.27, all ps > .222, all ds < 0.28. Additionally, post hoc t-tests against zero revealed that in both continuous-interaction and single-interaction groups only the medium and the least capable members improved their estimation accuracy from phase one to phase two, all ts(20) > 3.44, all ps < .003, all ds > 0.75, and all ts(18) > 2.95, all ps < .009, all ds > 0.67, respectively. In contrast, the most capable group members' performance remained, more or less, stable in both conditions, t(20) = 0.18, p = .863, d = 0.04, and t(18) = 0.89, p = .384, d = 0.20, respectively. These differences in increased accuracy depending on group members' judgment accuracy indicate that group members understand from whom to learn or at least whom to ignore. Apparently, this understanding already occurs during the very first within-group interaction. Superior group members seems to share task relevant knowledge that can and should be learned. Consequently, only inferior group members can benefit from G-I transfer. In contrast to this improved estimation accuracy, in the nominal-group condition, none of the group members significantly changed their performance between the two phases, all ts(20) < 1.68, all ps > .108, all ds < 0.37. Hence, the interaction effect of group member and condition is the result of stronger performance enhancements of inferior group members after interacting with superior group members. This finding further supports the idea of G-I transfer and indicates that the most capable group members were the source of the learning process. In contrast, the medium and least capable group members seemed to benefit from the most capable members, leading them to approximate their levels of individual accuracy. In addition, we conducted a more detailed temporal analysis of the observed individual performance enhancements in the two interacting group conditions to determine when the major increase in individual accuracy occurs. For this purpose, we compared group members' averaged individual accuracy of the trials before the first group interaction (trial 1-11) with the trial immediately after the first group interaction (trial 12), and then the averaged individual accuracy of the remaining 8 trials (trial 13-20 Figure 1 ). This result suggests that a single group interaction is sufficient to ensure the stability of the observed G-I transfer, in line with Hypothesis 2a.
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Changes in metric and mapping error
Beyond that, we were interested in what members of interacting groups actually learn. To this end, we calculated the mean overall deviation (MOD) (Brown & Siegler, 1993) , which is a measure of metric property defined as the absolute difference between the median estimate across all items and the true overall median and is therefore less susceptible to outliers than the arithmetic mean. Accordingly, lower values indicate a lower metric error.
However, the magnitude of participants' judgment errors varied strongly with the respective true values. Hence, we worked with the percentage error instead of the absolute deviation from the true values. Nevertheless, the pattern of results remains unchanged when working with the median absolute error instead of the median absolute percentage error in both experiments. Similar to the analyses of group members' MAPE scores, we compared the differences of individual MOD scores between the individual practice phase and the group phase in the three experimental conditions. Thus, positive values indicate decreasing metric errors. Again, the trial right before the first group interaction was treated as the last trial of the individual practice phase and we averaged across group members for reasons of simplicity. 8 We calculated an ANOVA with group type (continuous-interaction vs. single-interaction vs. no interaction) as between-subjects factor, which showed significant differences, F(2, 58) = 9.50, p < .001, η p 2 = .25. Whereas participants in the continuous-interaction condition and in the single-interaction condition decreased their metric errors (M = 24.38, SD = 23.95, and M = 15.38, SD = 22.83), this error even increased for participants in the nominal group condition (M = -3.52; SD = 15.91). The differences between the two interacting groups condition and the nominal group condition were significant, p < .001 and p = .007. In contrast, the difference between continuously interacting groups and single interaction groups fell short of significance (p = .184) although, descriptively, the metric error reduction was more pronounced among the former than among the latter. In sum, we found evidence that interacting with others reduces group members' metric error, which is line with Hypothesis 4.
Besides the metric error, we were also interested in possible changes in mapping errors, i.e. whether participants were able to put different target values in the correct order. Therefore, we computed rank-order correlations, which represent the correlation between the ranks of estimates with the ranks of true values (Brown & Siegler, 1993) , and calculated the difference between group members' Fisher z-transformed averaged rank-order correlation coefficients (Spearman's rho) during the group phase and the individual practice phase. Accordingly, positive values indicate decreasing mapping errors. Similar to the metric error analysis, we calculated an ANOVA with group type (continuous-interaction vs. single-interaction vs. no interaction) as between-subjects factor, which revealed no significant differences, F(2, 54) = 1.71, p = .191, η p 2 = .06. Hence, whether participants interacted with others or not had no effect on their mapping error.
Exploratory analyses: Group-level data
In an exploratory fashion, we investigated whether interacting groups outperformed nominal groups. For this purpose, we calculated the MAPE score for the 10 trials of the group phase. In the continuous-interaction condition, these MAPE scores were based on the groups' consensus estimates, whereas in the nominal-group condition these scores were calculated as the average of the three nominal-group members' individual estimates. In the single-interaction condition, the groups' average MAPE score was a composite measure of the group estimate in the first trial of the second phase and the averaged individual estimates in the remaining nine trials. Based on these calculations, our first analysis was an ANOVA with group type (continuous-interaction vs. single-interaction vs. no interaction) as a between-subjects factor. This analysis showed no significant effect of group type, F(2, 58) = 1.56, p = .219, η p 2 = .05. Descriptively, the results indicate that both the continuous-interaction groups (M = 25.97, SD = 9.80) and the single-interaction groups (M = 25.49, SD = 11.07) performed somewhat better than the nominal groups (M = 32.05, SD = 17.46). However, due to the relatively high variances within the conditions, the superiority of interacting over non-interacting groups fell short of significance.
Furthermore, we tested whether the performance of continuously interacting groups exceeded the average model that was calculated on the basis of their members' individual estimates right before each of the group trials (i.e., the estimates that already benefitted from G-I transfer). If this were the case, it would indicate that groups differentially weight the proposals of superior members more strongly than the proposals of weaker members. We excluded the first trial of the second phase in order not to artificially penalize the average model and averaged across the remaining trials. 9 The corresponding paired samples t-tests showed that the actual group performance was slightly (but not significantly) inferior to the average model (M = 25.09, SD = 9.51 vs. M = 23.42, SD = 8.25), t(20) = 1.11, p = .282, d = 0.24. In general, our results indicate that groups in Experiment 1 were not able to outperform the average model.
However, we cannot yet rule out that the results of Experiment 1 might be task specific, because we used the same task as Schultze et al. (2012) . For example, our participants might have had a more or less accurate representation of the map of Europe, which, in turn, could have facilitated learning processes when receiving an accurate point of reference. Beyond that, the task was characterized by low population bias, meaning that there was no systematic trend for participant to overestimate or to underestimate the true values. Consequently, group members could have accomplished individual performance enhancements similar to G-I transfer, by simply centering their individual estimates (because in a task with low population bias the central group member is likely to be the most accurate member). Therefore, the question is whether our findings would still hold if the task were more difficult and if participants would tend to over-or underestimate the true value. Furthermore, the sequence of trials in Experiment 1 -and also in both experiments by Schultze et al. (2012) -was in a fixed order. However unlikely, we cannot rule out that differences in the difficulty of the different trials had an influence on the magnitude of the observed G-I transfer or changes in metric and mapping error. Hence, to validate our findings in terms of replicability and generalizability, we conducted a second experiment with a different task type and a randomized trial order.
Experiment 2
To generalize our findings, we conducted a second experiment with the same design but a different task type, namely estimating the weights of different objects. The task was considerably more difficult and characterized by a strong population bias (see section task and procedure). In spite of these differences, we expected to replicate the results of Experiment 1 with respect to individual performance enhancements. Particularly when taking into account that evidence on G-I transfer in quantitative estimation tasks is extremely scarce so far, we consider a replication of our results as being indispensable.
Method
Participants and design
A total of 252 German or German-speaking students (152 women, 100 men) with an average age of 23.25 (SD = 4.53) years participated in the experiment, with three persons each forming a (real or nominal) group. Experiment 2 used the same mixed factorial design as in Experiment 1, with the group type (continuous-interaction, single-interaction, no interaction) as a between subjects variable and task trial (or trial block) as a within subjects variable.
Task and procedure
The procedure of Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, with the following exceptions: First, participants were asked to estimate the weight of different small items (e.g., hammer, dustpan, or umbrella) that were present in the room, without being allowed to touch or lift them. We chose this task based on two pretests (N = 30 and N = 29) revealing that there were stable differences in participants' individual performance (mean Spearman's Rho = .39, p = .031 and mean Spearman's Rho = .49, p = .008, respectively). Furthermore, this task was evidently more difficult than the task of Experiment 1: The average MAPE scores in the two pretests of Experiment 2 were markedly above the corresponding scores in the two pretests of Experiment 1 (M = 293.02, SD = 234.63 and M = 398.71, SD = 261.07 vs. M = 62.22, SD = 63.55 and M = 48.31, SD = 21.14). Beyond that, in contrast to the pretests of Experiment 1, participants had a strong tendency to overestimate the true values. When calculating participants' mean percent deviation from the true values, these average deviations were significantly greater than zero (M = 281.36, SD = 241.84), t(29) = 6.37, p < .001, d = 1.16, and (M = 395.80, SD = 263.79), t(29) = 8.08, p < .001, d = 1.50, respectively, indicating a large population bias. The second change was that we aimed to rule out that the results obtained in Experiment 1 were in any way due to the fixed order of trials. To this end, we randomly created four different trial orders in Experiment 2 by splitting the 20 trials into two task blocks of 10 trials each. Half of the participants worked on the first block in the individual practice phase and on the second block in the group phase, whereas this order was reversed for the other half. In each sequence, we additionally reversed the order of trials within the two blocks for half of the participants.
Results and Discussion
Group-to-individual transfer
Similar to Experiment 1, we started by testing for increased accuracy of group members' individual estimates consistent with G-I transfer. For this purpose, we again calculated individual performance enhancements by subtracting the individual MAPE scores of the group phase from those of the individual practice phase. Again, the first trial of the group phase (i.e., the trial right before the first group interaction) was counted as the last trial of the individual practice phase, since this trial could not, by definition, be affected by any group interaction. With the MAPE scores as dependent variable, we conducted a 3 (group type: continuous-interaction vs. single-interaction vs. no interaction) × 3 (group member: most capable vs. medium vs. least capable) ANOVA with group type as betweensubjects factor and group member as within subjects factor.
10 This analysis revealed a main effect of group type, F(2, 81) = 8.39, p < .001, η p 2 = .17. LSD post hoc comparisons showed that the performance enhancements in the continuous-interaction condition were somewhat stronger than those in the single-interaction condition, but the comparison did not reach conventional levels of significance (M = 87.33, SD = 62.90 vs. M = 49.24, SD = 100.60), p = .077. As the more detailed temporal analysis reported below will clarify, this descriptive difference is indeed most likely due to random variation. As in Experiment 1, participants in both the continuous-interaction groups as well as in the single-interaction groups increased their performance significantly more than participants in the nominal groups (M = 87.33, SD = 62.90 vs. M = 0.79, SD = 70.48), p < .001, and (M = 49.24, SD = 100.60 vs. M = 0.79, SD = 70.48), p = .026, respectively. Furthermore, post hoc t-tests against zero showed a significant increase in individual accuracy in the continuous-interaction condition, t(27) = 7.35, p < .001, d = 1.39, as well as in the singleinteraction condition, t(27) = 2.59, p = .015, d = 0.49.
11 The nominal-group condition, in contrast, showed virtually no change in MAPE scores from the first to the second phase, t(27) = 0.06, p = .953, d = 0.01, indicating that, similar to Experiment 1, participants in the nominal-group condition did not improve their performance in terms of practice effects. Hence, the increases in individual accuracy in the other two conditions are the result of G-I transfer, in line with Hypothesis 1. Furthermore, participants did not manifest a significantly stronger G-I transfer after multiple group interactions as compared to a single group interaction, which supports Hypothesis 3a over Hypothesis 3b.
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Beyond that, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of group member, F(2, 80) = 40.00, p < .001, η p 2 = .31, and an interaction of group member and group type, F(4, 162) = 4.72, p = .001, η p 2 = .10. Separate post hoc paired-samples t-tests for the continuous-interaction and the single-interaction conditions showed that the accuracy improvements differed between all levels of group member expertise for the continuous-interaction condition, all ts(27) > 4.87, all ps < .001, all ds > 0.92, and for the single-interaction condition, all ts(27) > 2.44, all ps < .022, all ds > 0.46. Again, post hoc t-tests against zero revealed significant performance increases for the medium and the least capable members in both interacting group conditions, all ts(27) > 2.22, all ps < .035, all ds > 0.41 (for an overview of all individual performance changes, see Table 2 ). In contrast, there was a tendency for the most capable group members' performance to slightly deteriorate in the continuous-interaction condition, t(27) = -1.87, p = .073, d = 0.35, and even more profoundly in the single-interaction condition, t(27) = -3.13, p = .004, d = 0.59. A similar analysis of the non-interacting nominal groups unexpectedly revealed a significant difference in performance changes between the most capable and the least capable group members, t(27) = 2.90, p = .007, d = 0.55, as well as marginal differences between the medium and least capable group members, t(27) = 2.03, p = .052, d = 0.38. However, these differences are unlikely to stem from systematic learning effects; instead, they are likely the result of regression to the mean. Specifically, the least capable group members significantly increased their performance between the two phases, t(27) = 2.30, p = .029, d = 0.44, whereas there were no significant performance changes for the most capable and medium group members, all ts(27) < 1.05, all ps > .307, all ds < 0.20. This finding also suggests that not all performance changes in the interacting group conditions can be necessarily attributed to social learning processes. At least a small part might also be ascribed to statistical regression. However, post hoc t-tests revealed that the medium and least capable group members in both the continuous-interaction and the single-interaction condition increased their estimation accuracy more strongly than the medium and least capable members of the nominal groups, all ts(54) > 2.08, all ps < .043, all ds > 0.55. Hence, the interaction effect of group member and condition mainly derives from stronger performance enhancements of inferior group members after interacting with others.
Similar to Experiment 1, we were interested in a temporal analysis of the individual performance enhancements in the two interacting group conditions. Therefore, we again compared individual accuracy (averaged across group members) before any group interaction had taken place (trial 1-11) with the trial after the first group interaction (trial 12), and with the averaged individual accuracy of the remaining 8 trials (trial 13-20 Figure 2 , once more suggests that a single group interaction is sufficient to induce stable G-I transfer, which supports Hypothesis 2a.
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Figure 2 also indicates stronger individual performance enhancements in the continuous-interaction condition as compared to the single-interaction condition. However, as this analysis shows, it is highly unlikely that this difference is due to the sustained group interaction in the former condition, because the full difference is already present after the first group trial -in other words, at a point in the experiment where the procedure has yet been identical for both conditions -and it remains stable afterwards. Hence, by chance, participants in the former condition seem to have reacted somewhat more strongly to the first group interaction than participants in the latter condition.
Changes in metric and mapping error
Similar to Experiment 1, we were interested in what participants learn when interacting with others. To this end, we calculated an ANOVA with group type (continuousinteraction vs. single-interaction vs. no interaction) as a between-subjects factor and differences between the averaged group members' individual median percentage error between the individual practice phase and the group phase as the dependent variable. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of group type, F(2, 81) = 10.40, p < .001, η p 2 = .20. Additional LSD post hoc comparisons showed no significant differences in metric error reduction between the continuous-interaction and the single- Furthermore, we analyzed changes in participants' mapping errors averaged across group members. To this end, we calculated an ANOVA with group type (continuous-interaction vs. single-interaction vs. no interaction) as a between-subjects factor and the difference between participants' Fisher z-transformed rank-order correlation coefficients (Spearman's rho) during the group phase and the individual practice phase as the dependent variable. This analysis revealed no significant differences between the group types, F(2, 81) = 1.12, p = .307, η p 2 = .03. Hence, there were no systematic difference in participants' mapping error changes.
Exploratory analyses: Group-level data
Similar to Experiment 1, we also analyzed group performance for exploratory purposes and checked whether interacting groups' judgments were more accurate than those of nominal groups. Accordingly, we calculated the groups' average MAPE score for the 10 trials of the group phase in the same way as in Experiment 1. Hence, in the single-interaction condition, the groups' average MAPE score was a composite measure of the group estimate of the first trial of the second phase and the averaged individual estimates of the remaining nine trials. Afterwards, we ran an ANOVA with the group type (continuousinteraction vs. single-interaction vs. no interaction) as a between-subjects factor and (nominal or real) group performance as the dependent variable. This analysis revealed a significant effect of group type, F(2, 81) = 4.02, p = .022, η p 2 = .09. LSD post hoc comparisons showed that the accuracy of both the continuous-interaction groups and the single-interaction groups were superior to the nomi- Finally, we were interested in the possible occurrence of functional differential weighting strategies. To this end, and similar to Experiment 1, we tested whether interacting groups outperformed the average of their members' individual estimates after controlling for G-I transfer. A paired samples t-tests showed that, on average, group estimates were significantly more accurate than the average model; the difference in accuracy was about 11 percentage points (M = 133.99, SD = 80.86 vs. M = 144.07, SD = 87.09) t(27) = -3.37, p = .002, d = 0.64. Hence, continuously interacting groups were apparently willing and able to assign different weights to their members' individual estimates, and they did so in an effective manner, allowing them to outperform the average of their members' estimates. Hence, Experiment 2 constitutes, to our knowledge, the first evidence for functional differential weighting after controlling for G-I transfer.
These findings raise an interesting question: Why did we find evidence for group members weighting their individual contributions differentially in Experiment 2, but not in Experiment 1, and also not in the study by Schultze et al. (2012) ? Of course, at this point we can only speculate about this, but we find it, at least, plausible that parts or all of this divergence could be due to differences between the tasks that were used in these experiments: Whereas in Experiment 1 we used the same distance estimation task that had been used by Schultze et al. (2012) , and with similar results (no differential weighting), in Experiment 2 we introduced a new weight estimation task. As already stated, this task was characterized by a large population bias, whereas the distance estimation task of Experiment 1 contained no such bias. Now, the presence vs. absence of a population bias should have consequences for whether or not the group members' individual values can be expected to bracket the true value: If there is no population bias, that is, if over-and underestimations cancel out on average, the group members' individual estimates should often bracket the true value. In contrast, if all group members systematically overestimate (or underestimate) the true value, bracketing is less likely to occur. In line with this, we found that the percentage of overall cases where the individual estimates bracketed the true value in Experiment 1 was far above the bracketing rate in Experiment 2 (M = 62.62, SD = 19.85 vs. M = 33.10, SD = 19.51). Because more bracketing means that averaging more often leads to accurate results, differential weighting had better chances to pay off in Experiment 2 as compared to Experiment 1.
General discussion
In the present study, we tested whether group members cooperatively working on estimation tasks benefit from G-I transfer. Based on previous findings (Laughlin et al., 2008; Schultze et al., 2012) , we expected individual performance enhancements due to group discussion. More specifically, we postulated a stable increase in group members' individual accuracy that persists even when the group is disbanded. Furthermore, we aimed to clarify whether a single group interaction is sufficient to produce G-I transfer, and whether further within-group interaction induces additional performance enhancements. Beyond that, we also wanted to shed some light on what exactly group members learn when interacting with others. We expected a transfer of metric knowledge that should lead to a better calibration of group members' estimates, but also tested the possibility that interaction improves group members' mapping knowledge. In an exploratory manner, we checked for the superiority of groups over an equivalent number of individuals, and for the occurrence of possible differential weighting strategies that improve the group judgments beyond the level of individual capability gains.
In line with our assumptions, the results of our experiments provide evidence for socially induced learning processes as a consequence of group interaction on quantitative estimation tasks. The estimates of superior group members served as a benchmark towards which the inferior group members adjusted their subsequent individual estimates. More precisely, group members reduced their metric but not their mapping error. Importantly, the individual increases in accuracy remained stable even if we disbanded groups after their first group discussion. Since participants in the nominal group condition were not able to enhance their performance over time, the aforementioned result can be interpreted as unequivocal evidence for G-I transfer. Furthermore, additional group interactions did not lead to further increases in individual accuracy, suggesting that groups were able to exchange all information necessary to induce this G-I transfer during their first group discussion. Beyond that, we found first evidence that after group members benefitted from G-I transfer groups are indeed able to assign more weight to more accurate judgments under certain circumstances. We will get back to this finding after having discussed our central results regarding G-I transfer.
Group-to-individual transfer
Our main aim was to test for the relevance of group interaction for the subsequent estimation accuracy of the individual group members. Our results allow us to draw several conclusions: First, one group interaction is sufficient to induce a stable G-I transfer, since in both experiments the performance remained on the improved level even after the group was disbanded. These results are in line with the assumptions of Schultze et al. (2012) and, to the best of our knowledge, constitute the first unambiguous evidence for the stability of this performance enhancement on estimation tasks, thereby mirroring similar findings from the field of problem-solving tasks (Laughlin et al., 2008) . This finding also rules out an alternative explanation for the performance changes. Specifically, the anticipation of group discussion could have led to increased feelings of accountability because group members knew that they would have to justify their individual estimates during the discussion. Accordingly, they might have put more effort into their individual estimates, which might have resulted in greater individual accuracy. If this were the case, group members' effort and, thus, their individual accuracy should have reverted to the level we observed prior to the group phase rather than remaining constant. Second, the replicability of the G-I-transfer with a different estimation task provides first evidence for the generalizability of this phenomenon -at least when tasks share some characteristics such as stable differences in expertise and at least some degree of demonstrability.
Third, the fact that we found strong metric error reductions, and that the performance enhancement already occurred after one group interaction on two different task types allows some speculations regarding what people learn when interacting with others on estimation tasks, and what information has to be exchanged in order to produce the observed G-I-transfer. In our opinion, the most likely explanation for the strong reduction of group members' metric error and the rapid increase in estimation accuracy is the exchange of reference values during the first group interaction. As we know from previous research, frames of reference play an important role when it comes to increases in estimation accuracy (e.g., Bonner & Baumann, 2008; Bonner et al., 2007; Laughlin et al., 1999; Laughlin et al., 2003) . Such reference values are relatively easy to communicate and to retain, and they should have a beneficial effect on all subsequent judgments in the same domain. As Schultze et al. (2012) discuss, points of reference might provide a basis for better calibration and could enable group members to reduce their individual estimation bias. With this additional information, individuals might be able to improve their individual accuracy, even without any further benchmarks, on subsequent trials. For example, group members might communicate the length of Germany from north to south (approx. 900 km) as a reference value, which might help them when estimating the distance between London and Rome and will prevent very inaccurate estimates. In other words, accurate benchmarks could also serve as a source of error checking. This assumption might also explain the lack of G-I-transfer in an earlier study that used an experimental design somewhat similar to ours. In one condition of this study, Sniezek and Henry (1990) asked participants to estimate the prices of different automobile models individually before and after interacting with others. During this interaction, group members were allowed to exchange all information relevant to the task with exception of numeric estimates. In other words, they could not provide reference values and, therefore, not reduce their metric error. Nevertheless, future research should systematically investigate the exact nature of the information required to induce G-I-transfer and test whether group interaction provides accuracy gains beyond the exchange of accurate reference values.
Superiority of group judgments and differential weighting
Not only the individual group members but also the groups as a whole seem to benefit from G-I transfer. The results of our experiments generally support the idea that interacting groups outperform nominal groups in quantitative estimation tasks. Although the respective comparisons only reach conventional levels of significance for continuously interacting groups in Experiment 2, where groups were able to benefit from G-I transfer and differential weighting, descriptively groups were more accurate than nominal groups in both experiments. One reason why this comparison was not significant in Experiment 1 is the remarkably good estimation accuracy of the nominal groups in this experiment (M = 32.05, SD = 17.46). In contrast, the performance of nominal groups in the (in large parts similar) first experiment of Schultze et al. (2012) , who found a significant superiority of interacting groups over nominal groups with the same task type, was notably lower (M = 39.54, SD = 38.08). Presumably, by chance, nominal groups in our first experiment might have consisted of individuals whose idiosyncratic biases cancelled each other out more frequently than in the experiment of Schultze et al. (2012) .
The results regarding the occurrence of differential weighting differ between our two experiments. In Experiment 1, where simple averaging was a rather effective strategy due to the lack of a population bias and small remaining differences in individual accuracy, we replicated the results of Schultze et al. (2012) that groups do not outperform the average of their group members' contributions. However, the fact that we found no evidence for differential weighting in Experiment 1 does not mean that group members necessarily weighted their individual contributions equally. The lack of bias in participants' estimates only implies that differential weighting would not have improved the group judgments substantially and, therefore, would not be detectable with a performancebased assessment of the weighting strategy. Since the actual group performance was inferior to the average model descriptively, we can conclude that to the extent that groups engaged in differential weighting, they did not benefit from it in Experiment 1. In contrast, groups engaged in effective differential weighting in Experiment 2, which employed a task favoring weighting by expertise or accuracy over averaging, due to a strong population bias (e.g., Davis-Stober, Budescu, Dana, & Broomell, 2014; Einhorn et al., 1977) . This allowed interacting groups in Experiment 2 to outperform the simple average of their members' individual estimates. Taken together, our results suggest that groups can -to some degree -engage in rather functional weighting strategies. Our findings, thus, provide an interesting basis for systematic research on the weighting strategies groups employ -for example, by investigating how various task and group characteristics relevant to the effectiveness of differential weighting influence the choice of the weighting strategy and its impact on group performance.
Limitations and directions for future research
Although our experiments provide evidence for stable G-I transfer in quantitative estimation tasks, we should also mention some limitations. Despite the fact that we used two different tasks with quite different characteristics that consistently produced G-I transfer, we still cannot exclude the possibility that other types of estimation tasks might yield different results. In the tasks we used, metric errors were rather common and -at times -extreme, as indicated by systematic idiosyncratic biases of group members in both experiments. This is particularly evident in Experiment 2, though, where participants systematically overestimated the weights of the small objects by an average factor of three. Mapping errors, on the other hand, might have been less pronounced, because most participants presumably had a rough recollection of the geographical location of the EU's member countries (if not necessarily the location of the capital cities within the countries), allowing them to distinguish long distances from short ones. Likewise, they could tell that a small plastic comb weighed less than a small metal hammer. Hence, the tasks we used had a great potential for metric error reductions whereas it impeded the occurrence of mapping error reductions as a consequence of interacting with others. Admittedly, this presumed combination of relatively low mapping and high metric errors might not generalize to all estimation tasks. For example, forecasting tasks, like predicting the return on a capital investment, are mainly characterized by mapping errors. In this case, the previous and current values of the variable that is to be predicted constitute rather reliable reference values that minimize the individual metric error. In contrast, there are several factors that should predominantly affect the mapping knowledge component. For example, when predicting the future market rate of a certain stock, one has to learn general market trends, as well as the previous prosperity and future plans of certain companies to reduce one's mapping error. All of these knowledge components and cues might be transferable through group discussion, quite similar to the exchange of reference values. However, in this case, G-I transfer should take more time to emerge, and also more time to fully develop. Therefore, it is crucial to replicate our findings with different types of quantitative estimation tasks, preferably tasks with a high ecological validity like forecasting tasks, or even in a real world setting. In general, our findings should be replicated with tasks of different complexity and different estimation biases to form an overall picture regarding the strength of G-I transfer on the one hand, and functional differential weighting strategies on the other hand, under different circumstances.
Furthermore, it remains an open question as to how groups manage to identify their group members' expertise or the accuracy of their judgments in order to know whom to learn from. Previous evidence regarding ad hoc groups' ability to recognize expertise is rather contradictory. On the one hand, some studies indicate that groups are capable of identifying their most capable members (e.g., Baumann & Bonner, 2004; Bonner et al., 2007; Henry et al., 1996; Libby, Trotman, & Zimmer, 1987) . On the other hand, there is also evidence of groups failing to recognize the specific expertise of their members (e.g., Littlepage, Robinson, & Reddington, 1997 , studies 1 and 2; Littlepage, Schmidt, Whisler, & Frost, 1995; Trotman, Yetton, & Zimmer, 1983) . The fact that, in our experiments, the most capable members' performance remained largely stable, whereas the performance of the medium and least capable members considerably increased, speaks to the groups' ability to assess their members' expertise or at least the quality of their judgments. One possible determinant for the ability to recognize expertise might be the plausibility of individual estimations. As Yaniv and Kleinberger (2000) discuss, individuals might identify particularly poor estimates as out of the bounds of plausibility, even if people cannot generate correct estimates themselves. In others words, group members might have been reasonably good in realizing whom to ignore. This could also explain why there was no negative individual learning in our experiments. Nevertheless, further research should address the question of which circumstances facilitate the recognition of expertise or the accuracy of certain estimates, and what cues are relevant for groups to determine the relative expertise of their members.
Finally, we do not yet know whether group interaction is really indispensable to induce the phenomenon of G-I transfer. Since our results reveal strong learning effects after just one group interaction, this raises the question of whether similar processes might be possible even without any direct communication. As Farrell (2011) suggests, individual accuracy can be improved by knowing the estimates of other persons, without any form of group interaction (in terms of free information exchange). In other words, it is questionable whether discussing individual estimates with other people is crucial to individual learning, or whether the knowledge about others' judgments might be sufficient to achieve the same or at least a similar beneficial effect, at least in some tasks. Hence, a promising line of future research is to identify which factors are indispensable for individual learning effects and by which means group interaction might additionally strengthen these processes.
Conclusion
In accordance with the idea of G-I transfer, group members can learn relevant knowledge in quantitative estimation tasks by cooperatively working with others. One group interaction seems to be sufficient for an increase in metric knowledge that leads to more accurate individual judgments, whereas further group interaction does not foster additional capability gains. Furthermore, under certain circumstances, effective weighting strategies when combining those individual estimates with a group judgment might occur. Thus, we know now that a single group discussion can robustly improve group members' individual judgment accuracy and can also lead to an improved collaboration, although the specific mechanisms underlying these improvements are still an open topic for future research.
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was true for the variance of individual accuracy within the composed (nominal) groups, F(2, 58) = 0.73, p = .487, η p 2 = .02. 3 For the continuous-interaction groups, this bonus was based on the accuracy of the group judgments. For single-interaction groups, it was based on the group judgment of the first trial in the second phase and the average of their individual estimates for the remaining nine trials. For nominal group members, the bonus depended solely on their individual accuracy during the second phase. However, participants were only aware of a general performance bonus and were not informed about the details of how this bonus was computed in each of the experimental conditions (to prevent that individual task motivation might differ between the experimental conditions as a consequence of differences in bonus computation). 4 We calculated a paired-samples t-tests between participants' average individual accuracy on the ten trials of the practice phase and the first trial of the second phase for the two group conditions. This analysis revealed no differences at all (M = 48.44, SD = 17.02 vs. M = 47.18, SD = 33.32), t(39) = 0.30, p = .762, d = 0.05. This allows us to rule out an alternative explanation, namely that participants' anticipation of group interaction might have increased the accountability they felt for their estimates and -thereby -the accuracy of these estimates. 5 We used LSD post hoc comparisons because we aimed for the highest possible statistical power when comparing the two interacting group conditions. More conservative post hoc comparisons might have disguised significant differences. As a consequence of the higher statistical power, the absence of significant differences between the two interacting group conditions is an even more informative finding. 6 Beyond that, participants' gender did not significantly affect the dependent variable, t(180) = 1.90, p = .059, d = 0.29, although, descriptively, performance changes were somewhat more pronounced for women than for men. However, there was no association between experimental condition and participant gender, χ² (2) = 0.33, p = .859. In other words, female and male participants distributed equally across conditions. Moreover, there was no significant relation between participants' age and the dependent variable, r < .01, p = .990. 7 Additionally, we split the 20 trials in four blocks (trial 1-6, 7-11, 12-16, 17-20) group interaction for the continuous-interaction nor the single-interaction condition (all Fs < 1.48, all ps > .240). These analyses further support the assumption of immediate performance enhancements right after the first group interaction with no additional improvements on subsequent trials. 8 The pattern of results when adding group member as a within-subjects factor mirrors the general finding of stronger performance enhancements of inferior group members, such that metric error reductions were stronger for inferior group members in both experiments. 9 Individuals cannot yet benefit from G-I transfer on the first trial of the second phase. The group judgments, however, can, lead to an "unfair" advantage over the averaged previous individual judgments, which, in turn, would distort the results regarding whether or not groups engage in differential weighting strategies. 10 We conducted the same ANOVA with the four randomly created trial orders as an additional between-subjects factor. This analysis revealed no significant interaction of trial order and group type, F(6, 72) = 0.46, p = .838, η p 2 = .04, indicating that differences between the three conditions cannot be attributed to differences in the order of trials. Therefore, we dropped the order of trials as a between-subjects factor in all analyses. 11 As a closer inspection of the data showed that a substantial part of the descriptive difference between performance enhancements in the continuous-interaction and the single-interaction condition derives from one participant in the latter condition whose performance dramatically decreased by 670 percentage points. When excluding this participant's group, the difference between the two group conditions decreases markedly (M = 87.33, SD = 62.90 vs. M = 60.12, SD = 84.08), p = .170, although some moderate difference remains. Furthermore, the effect size of the post hoc t-tests against zero in the single-interaction condition increases, t(27) = 3.72, p < .001, d = 0.71. 12 Again, participants' gender didn't significantly affect the individual performance change from phase one to two, t(250) = 0.75, p = .456, d = 0.01. Furthermore, there was no significant relation between participants' age and the dependent variable, r = .11, p = .073, although, descriptively, younger participants' performance increased more than that of older participants. Furthermore, the results revealed differences in participants' age between the conditions that fell short of significance, F(2, 249) = 2.29, p = .057, η p 2 = .02. However, LSD post hoc comparisons showed that the participants were significantly older in the single-interaction condition than in the nominal-group condition, p = .017, whereas there were no differences between the continuous-group condition and the other two (all ps > .205). Accordingly, participants' age should, if at all, lead to somewhat smaller performance enhancements in the single-interaction condition than in the nominal-group condition and, thereby, work against our hypothesis. Hence, the weak relationship between performance changes and participants' age should not interfere with our results. Finally, there were no differences between the three conditions concerning (nominal) group members' baseline accuracy, F(2, 81) = 0.29, p = .751, η p 2 < .01, nor regarding the variance of accuracy within the groups, F(2, 81) = 0.42, p = .658, η p 2 = .01. 13 Again, we split the 20 trials in four blocks (trial 1-6, 7-11, 12-16, 17-20) 
